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ABSTRACT
The post mortem item-examinee sampling investigation

described herein explored the feasibility of using item-examinee
sampling to estimate scale values denoting degree of affect toward
stimuli when measured by the method of paired-comparisons. Results
indicate clearly that such scale values can be approximated
satisfactorily through item-examinee sampling. Defining one
observation as the response made by one examinee to one item, the
similarity between the estimated scale values and normative scale
values increased generally with increases in the number of
observations acquired by the sampling plan. (Author)
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The post mortem item-examinee sampling investigation described

herein explored the feasibility of using item-examinee sampling tO

estimate scale. values denoting degree of affect toward stimuli when

measured by the method of paired-comparisons. Results indicate clearly
that such scale values can be approximated satisfactorily through item-

examinee sampling. Defining one observation as the response made by
one examinee to one item, the similarity between the estimated scale
values and normative scale values increased generally with increases
in the number of observations acquired by the sampling plan.
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Suppose that you have a number of stimuli (e.g., physical objects,
statements about some issue, job applicants, employees) and you want
not only to rank them according tcOsome underlying attribute but to assign
them scale values. One procedure is that of asking a number of judges
(i.e., examinees, subjects) to conaider all possible pairs of stimuli and
decide which one of each pair has more of the underlying attribute. The
results of these paired-comparisons are then analyzed further and the
desired scale values determined. One popular method (and the one used in
this investigation) is Thurstone's Model V scaling procedure.

When several stimuli are being scaled a problem arises in that the
number of possible paired-comparisons becomes large. Specifically, the
number of paired-comparisons is equal to s(s - 1)/2 where s is the number
of stimuli being compared. The investigation described herein was concerned
with determining (a) the extent to which scale values derived from giving
all pairings to all judges could be estimated through giving subsets of
pairings selected randomly to random samples of judges (a procedure referred
to frequently in the literature as item-examinee sampling), and (b) the
standard errors of estimate associated with each sampling plan.

METHOD

The research design was one of post mortem item-examinee sampling:
given a data base, various item-examinee samples (samples of paired-com-
parisons and judges) are selected randomly from this base and used to
estimate parameters of the data base from which they have been sampled.
The data base used in this investigation consisted of responses made by
407 primary grade students to a 15-item test designed to scale degree of
affect to 6 stimuli by the method of paired-comaprisons.

In the method of paired-comparisons, the preliminary analysis of the
data involves the construction of an F-matrix and subsequent P,matrix. If
the s stimuli are numbered consecutively from 1 to s, the F-matrix is an
s by s matrix with cell entries denoting the.frequency with which the
column sttmulus Was judged more favorable than the row stimulus. Dividing
each entry in the F-matrix by the total number of examinees produces the
corresponding entry in the P-matrix labeled tppropriately as.the proportion
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of examinees selecting the column stimulus over the row stimulus. In this
investigation, the proportion of times stimulus i was preferred over
stimulus j among those examinees comparing i and j was used to estimate
the ij cell in the P-matrix.

_

In an attempt to determine both the relative merits of individual
sampling plans and general procedures for estimating scale values
through item-examinee sampling, 10 individual sampling plans were examined.
Incorporated within the sampling plans were selected variations in the
number of subtests, the number of itoms per subtest, and the number of
examinees responding to eaeh subtest. The results of each sampling plan
were replicated 25 times to approximate the sampling errors associated
with each sampling plan.

Each replication of each sampling plan produced one set of 6 scale
values. These scale values are estimates of the 5 scale values obtained
by testing 407 examinees over 15 lems. The statistic judged most
appropriate for quantifying the degree of similarity 1-etween the sample
scale values and tEe normative scale values was the generalized distance
function. Because the range for each set of 6 scale -values changed from
replication to replication, all seale values within each set were multiplied
by the inverse of ehe largest scale value before computing the generalized
distance. Without this transformation, the pooling of the generalized
distances among replications would have been inappropriate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Defining one observation as the response made by one examinee to one
item, the results support the conclusion that, as the number of observations
acquired by the sampling plan increases, the estimated scale values approx-
imate more closely the scale values obtained by testing all examinees over
all items. In addition, the standard error of estimate decreases generally
with increases in the iniMber of observations. The results of this investi-
gation suggest strongly that scale values determined by fhe method of paired-
comparisons can be approximated satisfactorily by item-examinee sampling
procedures.

Although item-examinee sampling procedures were developed originally
to estimate parameters for achievement tests, the extension of such
procedures to other psychometric instruments appears to be.a fruitful line
of research. One obvious extension is to questionnaire and survey results.
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